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I dont have a lot of witty remarks or bad puns for this one.Its just dumb asu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665horrible
graphics,worse gameplay,and the music makes me want to call SVU and report the developpers for what my ears went
through.Damn,why did I use my refund of a better game?. Game is tedious and monotonous, and I say that as someone who
plays Marathon speed games of Civ and Extended Timeline EU 4. Lots of waiting with nothing going on, but unlike Civ or Eu4,
you don't get notificaiton/pause popups when something finally happens. Spent 2 hours last night just moving good and people
back and forth with 30s - 1 min of waiting for a ship to arrive punctuated by 2s of clicking. For TWO HOURS. Yeah, don't
bother.. Personally I would recommend this game as a game that you would buy when it is on sale for very cheap. I will go with
the pros and cons of this game as far as I personally experienced them. PROS: -a good commerce and civiliazation building
game. -The interface is pretty cool. -Useful tips and hints as you first start out. -The Ship combat is fun. CONS: (there is a lot of
them) -Poor tutorial (no tutorial for combat? really?) -Advisors can get pretty annoying at times. -The graphic textures are pretty
fuzzy (I am not sure if it is my computer or the game itself) -The game can get pretty tedious and long. -Combat can get pretty
confusing at first. -Trying to board other ships needs to be fixed. -buggy interface -the art portraits are rather lousy. Now I am
not saying this is a terrible game. But I am saying that this is a good game that would buy when it goes on sale for $1.99.
However, I do believe this game needs to be updated and it would be cool if they came out with a sequel.. This is an amusing
game that makes me think of what you would get if you simplified Empire: Total War. Basically you set up cities in the new
world, and trade with the home port to grow your economy, eventually waging war (either actual or economic) with the other
colonial powers to conquer the americas. the mechanics are straightforward, every building and ship costs maintenance, and all
the raw materials and finished good provide income. setup stable trade routes, bring colonists and soliders from the home port
and you are set. the graphics are low, but its fun if you like this sort of gameplay. the controls are simple, and the menus make
sense, once you get the hang of it its fun to repeat play because there are different ways to win.. This game as it is is an
interesting mix of tactics and naval warfare in the Carribean area. It desperately needs some attention from its developers due to
some annoying bugs which slipped in, but it is still playable. If you like games like Sid Meier's Pirates, Port Royale, and the like,
this will be right up your alley.. This game has SOOOOO much potential! It's a shame the game doesn't use any of it. Very
dissapointing game, I thought it would be a smaller civilization game. If you put the time in to learn the game (which could take
awhile as the tutorials are in video form with the least interesting narrarator of all time).MAYBE it could be enjoyable. In other
words, I bought this game for sale and I still feel ripped off.. A surprisingly good little trading sim, you could say it aims low and
hits its mark. Not a lot of replay value here but fun if you can get it for under $15 or so.
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